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When you see daylight around a trailer parked at your loading dock, you have a problem. This
light indicates gaps in the seal that allow good things like energy to leave your facility and bad
things like rain, snow, dust and bugs to enter your facility. This can result in contamination and
quality inspection concerns, product damage, or risks to employee safety.

Seal the Trailer Top, Corners & Sides
Gaps might seem small, but their cost is big.
Depending on your location and climate, gaps
can cost $1,000 or more annually in lost energy,
per dock position. And those gaps are huge red
flags to inspectors.

Rite-Hite offers a system of products specifically
designed to seal all the gaps at your loading
dock. At the center: The game-changing new
Eclipse® dock shelter, providing unmatched dock
sealing ability.

Seal the Bottom
Sealing only three sides of your dock door
openings isn't good enough. Gaps beneath and
around the dock leveler, and around the dock
bumpers, also present the opportunity to let the
bad stuff in and the good stuff out of your facility.

Rite-Hite's PitMaster™ sealing components
effectively close off the dock leveler pit and seal
up air gaps where the leveler, truck, and dock
seal or shelter all meet. Save up to an additional
$1,000 annually per dock position and improve
the safety, cleanliness and environmental integrity
of your facility.
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